LOOKBOOK

Deliver a standout in-store
experience by empowering
your associates
Industry: Apparel
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APPAREL I INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Perhaps more than any other retail category,
apparel continues to offer compelling reasons for
a physical presence. While ecommerce accounts
for a rapidly-growing percentage of US apparel
sales, three quarters of shoppers are still making
their clothing purchases in-store. And it’s worth
noting that around 15% of online transactions
also involve a visit to the location before the final
click.¹
That said, the industry is facing an uncertain
future, as once-iconic brands continue to shutter
location after location. Malls are closing en masse,
Amazon Prime is becoming more pervasive,
customer segments are fragmenting; and yet
there are plenty of apparel retailers with a strong
physical footprint who are positively thriving in
this landscape. What are the common threads?

The store offers a
retailer a unique
and differentiating
opportunity — to
explain its brand vision
and values through
human interaction.
And that’s something
that really counts,
especially with today’s
thoughtful and
expertise-seeking
consumers.”
—WWD, Think Tank: Three Steps that
Set the In-Store Experience Apart²
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The human factor:
brand loyalty
The best retailers will see sales
associates not as costs to be
reduced, but assets to help
move a brand from boring
to remarkable and intensely
relevant…
—Forbes, The Reinvention of Retail Demands New Metrics4

In the battle for consumer dollars and brand affinity, retailers are making
investments in the store experience to better resonate with shoppers and
complement the omnichannel journey. An extensive amount of industry
commentary is devoted to innovation, covering topics such as immersive
retail concepts, AR and VR, smart fitting rooms, and an endless list of other
emerging technologies. What’s been missing is a focus on the enduring
human factor between shoppers and the interaction that takes place with
store associates.
We’ve always believed that store associates have tremendous influence in
delivering on a retailer’s brand promise. And this influence is particularly
prevalent in the tactile shopping experience of apparel, where the ability to
touch, feel and try on the product is the number one reason cited globally for
in-store visits.³ This inherent loyalty to the offline channel offers tremendous
opportunities for a retailer to build a closer, more personal connection with
customers. Here’s where the human factor comes in.
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The human factor:
in-store conversion

Beyond the compelling lens of brand promise in an increasingly
fragmented market, frontline employees have a notable role in the
conversion activities which take place in-store. Accenture research
points to the store as a place “where a retailer can exploit the
powerful correlation between tactile engagement with a product
and a sense of ownership over it. And this can be an extremely
effective driver of sales.”2

In these micro-moments, being there
for consumers matter more than ever.
These moments are increasingly
when hearts, minds, and dollars are
being won and lost.
— Harvard Business Review, Micromoments and the Shopper Journey6

In specialty apparel, the brand’s vision, values and aesthetic matter
to the consumer, particularly among those looking for more than
just price and convenience. In the context of such an intensely
personal and sensory experience, you see moments that matter in
the shopper’s journey, where empowered associates can uniquely
impact points of conversion.
Of course, the opposite can result if associates are not equipped
to deliver on the customer’s heightened expectations. In a recent
“Future of Customer Experience” PwC survey, nearly 50% of
respondents cited “unknowledgeable employees” as a driver for
switching brands.5 This is a category where store associates really
help move a brand to “intensely relevant.”
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About this Lookbook
At Nudge, we work with leading retailers to connect them
with their frontline associates in meaningful ways that drive
outcomes. Our mobile solution is built on behavior theory,
social mechanics and gamification to deliver highly effective
employee campaigns that resonate with and empower your
store associates.
When you put the right tools in the hands of your employees,
it’s amazing what can happen to enhance brand loyalty and
in-store conversion, particularly during those high-intent
shopper moments. We created this Lookbook to illustrate
some of what’s possible, featuring our fictional monobrand
men’s retailer, Bonito. Here are just a few ways Nudge can
help turn your frontline into a competitive edge.
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Design employee campaigns to drive goals

Nudge mobile campaigns are built upon one or more of these three pillars that
align with company objectives:

Cultural:

Connect employees to your brand and
make them feel engaged and motivated

Tactical:

Drive results on short-term business goals,
such as execution on limited time offers

Strategic:

Define your major corporate objectives
and rally your frontline around them

The next few pages illustrate the campaign pillars above, as they come to life through “nudgified” mobile content. For Bonito, we imagined
four campaigns designed to drive excitement and conversion around the season’s promotions, reinforce important corporate themes, and
inspire associates to consider long-term paths with the company. See how strategically-designed programs are effectively delivered to
employees’ smartphones, through bite-sized Nudges. (To learn more about behavioral science behind the solution, visit p.16.)
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APPAREL I SAMPLE EMPLOYEE CAMPAIGNS

Fall promotion: Back to school
TYPE OF CAMPAIGN: TACTICAL

CAMPAIGN GOAL: 25% lift in store sales of Boys to Blazers line over the month of August

Nudge employee campaigns use varied knowledge testing and gamification to drive performance. Keep messaging targeted, but
fresh by layering in announcements, multiple choice quizzes, confidence challenges, and reminders, all over a defined period of time
for the best impact.
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Community and sustainability
TYPE OF CAMPAIGN: STRATEGIC

CAMPAIGN GOAL: Drive store level awareness of sustainability and community relations initiatives
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APPAREL I SAMPLE EMPLOYEE CAMPAIGNS

Reinforcing loyalty program perks
TYPE OF CAMPAIGN: STRATEGIC

CAMPAIGN GOAL: Keep store associates aware of new and
existing Bonito Benefits perks to use in conversations with
customers and at checkout
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APPAREL I SAMPLE EMPLOYEE CAMPAIGNS

Coaching and career development
TYPE OF CAMPAIGN: CULTURAL

CAMPAIGN GOAL: Increase employee engagement and
retention by driving awareness of the talent development
resources available
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Learning from your best to
replicate across the rest
There’s no better way to get feedback for improving the
business than your frontline, as they’re the ones who interact
with customers on a daily basis. Here’s where Nudge Spark
comes in, opening up the dialogue on the most current topics
for the field, while delivering targeted cues and prompts to
keep the conversation active and focused.
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Sharing tips
across teams

Soliciting feedback
straight from the frontline

The execution of in-market initiatives is one of the things that separates good
retailers from great. What are store associates doing in your best-performing
locations that’s not happening at others? Surfacing and validating these leading
indicators is the starting point to driving the right outcomes with consistency.
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APPAREL I INSIGHTS THAT MATTER

Empowering store
managers to drive
performance
Real-time data and insights highlight how employee engagement,
knowledge, and confidence correlate to the outcomes brands are trying to
achieve. In understanding the drivers behind employee behavior, frontline
managers can prioritize their coaching and management efforts to
optimize the performance of their team and exceed business expectations.
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APPAREL I INSIGHTS THAT MATTER

Insights that matter

Frontline managers have actionable insight to improve their location’s performance,
right at their fingertips. Review areas of high/low knowledge and engagement and focus
valuable coaching time on the areas that matter most. A targeted “Manager Message”
quickly and easily reinforces an area of focus.
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Nudging toward higher performance
The impact of our mobile solution is due in large part to a facet of behavior science called nudge theory,
which we believe is the best way to reach and inspire your frontline. With roots in public policy, “nudging”
is quickly gaining traction in the corporate world, prompting agile companies to explore the use of subtle
cues and choice architecture for influencing employee behaviors and driving results.7
Frontline staff are hired to help deliver very specific outcomes for a brand’s physical footprint. But this
workforce is so often at an inherent disadvantage, as they’re removed from corporate headquarters and
lack the same access to timely brand communication and market initiatives than their counterparts who are
online throughout the workday. These unique circumstances shape a workforce upon which nudges can
wield some of their most positive results. When strategically-designed nudges are delivered to frontline
staff through their smartphone, there’s unique potential to reach, engage, and impact them in completely
unprecedented ways.
As younger generations enter the labor market—and fundamentally change the way communication takes
place—easily digestible nudges delivered through mobile technology foster some of the most effective
dialogue between the brand and what will eventually be a completely digitally–native frontline.
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APPAREL I LET'S MOBILE YOUR FRONTLINE

Let’s mobilize your frontline
We hope you were intrigued and inspired by some of what you’ve seen within this
Lookbook. We work with retailers who prioritize the people who bring their brand
to life every single day and we’re always amazed by the results. By aligning your
corporate goals with powerful content, Nudge delivers a mobile solution designed for
enthusiastic adoption by your frontline workforce.

Contact us to learn more about
how we can work with your brand
to drive employee performance
and engagement in ways that are
meaningful to your business.
Email: hello@nudgerewards.com to get
in touch.
Or visit: www.nudgerewards.com/demo
to schedule a demo.
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ABOUT NUDGE REWARDS

At Nudge Rewards, we’re on a mission to connect forward-thinking brands with their frontline employees in meaningful ways that drive their
performance potential. Our mobile solution is powered by behavioral theory, social mechanics, and gamification, offering a truly unprecedented way
of impacting key business drivers while delivering insights that matter. To date, we’ve delivered nearly 10 million nudges to the frontline, supported
by a cumulative 4.6 rating from thousands of app reviews worldwide. To learn more, visit www.nudgerewards.com
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